The two boxes in this subseries contain the correspondence of Senator Eastland or his office staff with various media outlets throughout the state and the nation between 1941 and 1978. This correspondence includes solicitations of media outlets to receive Eastland’s audio reports, requests for the senator to appear on television or radio, and requests for photographs of the senator for media files. The subseries is arranged chronologically by year.

**BOX 1: 1941-1971**

Folder 1-1. Public Relations Correspondence – 1941

Folder 1-2. Public Relations Correspondence – 1942

Folder 1-3. Public Relations Correspondence – 1943

Folder 1-4. Public Relations Correspondence – 1944

Folder 1-5. Public Relations Correspondence – 1945

Folder 1-6. Public Relations Correspondence – 1946

Folder 1-7. Public Relations Correspondence – 1947

Folder 1-8. Public Relations Correspondence – 1948

Folder 1-9. Public Relations Correspondence – 1949

Folder 1-10. Public Relations Correspondence – 1950

Folder 1-11. Public Relations Correspondence – 1951

Folder 1-12. Public Relations Correspondence – 1952

Folder 1-13. Public Relations Correspondence – 1953

Folder 1-14. Public Relations Correspondence – 1954

Folder 1-15. Public Relations Correspondence – 1955

Folder 1-16. Public Relations Correspondence – 1956

Folder 1-17. Public Relations Correspondence – 1957
Folder 1-18. Public Relations Correspondence – 1958
Folder 1-19. Public Relations Correspondence – 1959
Folder 1-20. Public Relations Correspondence – 1960
Folder 1-21. Public Relations Correspondence – 1961
Folder 1-22. Public Relations Correspondence – 1962
Folder 1-23. Public Relations Correspondence – 1963
Folder 1-24. Public Relations Correspondence – 1964
Folder 1-25. Public Relations Correspondence – 1965
Folder 1-26. Public Relations Correspondence – 1966
Folder 1-27. Public Relations Correspondence – 1967
Folder 1-28. Public Relations Correspondence – 1968
Folder 1-29. Public Relations Correspondence – 1969
Folder 1-30. Public Relations Correspondence – 1970
Folder 1-31. Public Relations Correspondence – 1971

BOX 2: 1972-1978
Folder 2-1. Public Relations Correspondence – 1972
Folder 2-2. Public Relations Correspondence – 1973
Folder 2-3. Public Relations Correspondence – 1974
Folder 2-4. Public Relations Correspondence – 1975
Folder 2-5. Public Relations Correspondence – 1976
Folder 2-6. Public Relations Correspondence – 1977
Folder 2-7. Public Relations Correspondence – 1978
Folder 2-8. Public Relations Correspondence – No Date